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DISCOGRAPHY

HIGHLY ACCLAIMED RECORDINGS

NEW RELEASES

8.573067
‘This is an inspired disc in every way. 

We have a lovely addition to the violin 

repertory. And we have here the best 

version of the Lalo I’ve heard – 

the most vividly recorded, too.’ 

– Fanfare

GERMAN RECORD CRITIC’S AWARD
QUARTERLY CRITIC’S CHOICE

8.572662 
NBD0032 [Blu-ray Audio]
‘Tianwa Yang…proves an outstanding 

advocate, soaring aloft on the surging 

tide of Mendelssohn’s inspiration with 

captivating spontaneity and disarming 

sincerity.’ – The Strad

RECORDING OF
THE MONTH

8.573135
‘Chinese violinist Tianwa Yang confirms 
her growing reputation with playing of 

great prowess.’

 – The Guardian  

8.572995
‘Completely unfazed by Ysaÿe’s near-

constant Bachian cross-referencing 

and mild harmonic astringencies, 

[Tianwa] moulds even the most 

challenging of phrases with a dedicated 

sensitivity and affectionate warmth.’ 
– BBC Music Magazine 

THE STRAD RECOMMENDSCD OF THE MONTH

ECHO DEUTSCHER

MUSIKPREIS KLASSIK

CRITIC’S CHOICE

8.551416
RIHM, W.: Gesungene Zeit • Lichtes Spiel • COLL’ARCO

Wolfgang Rihm, one of the foremost contemporary composers, has created a powerful body of 
music for the violin. Gesungene Zeit is one his most performed works, and it demonstrates why 
Rihm is so admired: music that begins and ends in ethereal lines while embracing agitation and 
threnody alike. The beautifully transparent and sensuous Lichtes Spiel is ‘light, but not lightweight’ 
in the composer’s words, and COLL’ARCO takes the soloist to the extremes of virtuosity in 
his largest concertante work for the violin, teeming with reminiscences, intricacy and drama.  
Volume 1 can be heard on 8.573812.

8.551421
BRAHMS, J.: Double Concerto, Op. 102 • Violin Concerto, Op. 77

Brahms’ string concertos are indissolubly linked with the musicians for whom the works were 
written. He wrote his Violin Concerto for Joseph Joachim, and in it he combined what a 
contemporary critic termed ‘the great and serious’ with songful lyricism, melodic beauty, and 
a fiery Hungarian finale. To mend a breach with the violinist, Brahms later composed a concerto 
with the unusual combination of violin and cello, the latter played at the premiere by Joachim’s 
colleague Robert Hausmann. Neither instrument predominates in a work of reconciliation that 
embodies both drama and reflection.

MAR 2019

MAY 2019

8.551404
‘Tianwa Wang shows her outstanding 

technical abilities and strong 

interpretative solutions for this 

modern repertoire. The support by 

the orchestra is excellent too, and so 

this is a valuable addition to the Rihm 

discography.’ – Pizzicato 

8.572730
‘The astounding technique of Yang 

and Rismmer bring these pieces vividly 

to life.’ – International Record Review

INTERNATIONAL RECORD 
REVIEW OUTSTANDING

CD OF
THE WEEK
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For the full list of Tianwa Yang’s extensive discography with Naxos, please visit her artist page
www.naxos.com/person/Tianwa_Yang/13877.htm

HIGHLY ACCLAIMED RECORDINGS

For Europe excluding the UK and Scandinavia:
Markus Bröhl: artists and concerts Schröderstr. 11/II 10 115 Berlin

fon +49.(0)30.282 11 11 • fax +49.(0)30.246 286 57 • mobil +49.(0)178.52 96 837
Email: info@artistsandconcerts.de

Tianwa Yang’s impressive repertoire reflects her status as an up-and-coming international performer and recording artist. 
As a testament to her skill and virtuosity, her repertoire includes a diverse selection of violin works from a broad spectrum of 
musical composers, from Bach to Bruch, from Sibelius to Sarasate, and many others. For more information about Ms. Yang’s 
repertoire or to request further works, her agent for Europe, excluding the UK and Scandinavia, Markus Bröhl, may be reached. 

Contact details provided below.

2.110283 [DVD]
‘[Tianwa’s] recordings on 

Naxos have received high 

praise, and her strong style, 

somber and deeply admirable, 

hits you the moment she 

starts playing.’ – Taipei Times

8.573538
‘This Naxos recording...is 

exceptional in capturing that 

detached feeling, because 

the recordings are focused 

and free of background noise, 

and bring soloists to the 

foreground, emphasizing tone 

colors with even dynamics 

and crisp articulation.’ 

– AllMusic.com

ALLMUSIC EDITOR’S CHOICE   

8.504046 [4-DISC boxed set]
‘Tianwa Yang accompanied 

by the Orchestra of Navarre, 

plays most beautifully a lot of 

attractive pieces, including 

Zigeunerweisen and the 
Carmen Fantasy.’
 – Classic FM

8.504054 [4-DISC boxed set]
‘The highest recommendation, 

as a recording of special merit, 

to anyone even remotely 

connected with the violin and 

to everyone who isn’t—yet. It’s 

like first love.’
 – Fanfare on Vol. 1

8.573537
‘The musical performance 

under JoAnn Falletta, with 

Tianwa Yang as the violinist, is 

outstanding, clear and crispy, 

beautifully balanced, and 

rhythmically sharp.’ – Pizzicato

 
   

8.572709
‘Violinist Tianwa Yang has 

been in tremendous form 

throughout the series, and 

displays the same warmth, 

dazzling technique and 

interpretative skills that marked 

the earlier volumes.’ 
– The WholeNote

CRITIC’S CHOICE
ALBUM OF
THE WEEK

RECORDING OF
THE MONTH GERMAN RECORD CRITIC’S AWARD

ANNUAL AWARDS

8.551392
‘Tianwa Yang’s 

Saint-Saëns performances 

are totally spellbinding, not 

just in technical matters, 

but in their stylish sensibility 

as well.’ – Pizzicato

CLASSICAL CD

8.572271
‘Soloist Tianwa Yang gets 

things going with a delicious 

violin sound and liquidly 

elastic lyricism.’

– Classic FM
 

DISC OF
THE MONTH

DISC OF THE MONTH


